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Skeleton And Chassis

this is a sub article of Nyx Pine

Skeleton

The entirety of the skeletal structure was constructed as separate pieces made partly out of Durandium
Alloy, before the AI core and some of the sensors were placed within the skull, and then sealed this time,
by an Aegium overlay, that completely covered the Durandium. This was in hopes of the alloy’s
properties would offer some heat resistance to the sensitive Sensors, and the AI core. The skeleton itself
was made to look identical to that of a human’s Skeleton with the forms identifiable gender of that being
Female. Head

Head

The head was composed of the same metal as the skeleton, namely Aegium, and in some cases, the
amount of the Aegium in her head is the equal to the amount of flesh that human’s head. Nyx’s head has
the shape of average human girls of adolescent age. The mechanical eyes with the optical sensors
attachment were visible, an Osman-Synethic flesh mix covered her face. This made her look more human
but there were seam lines where The head and this false skin were attached to the Torso. The hair was a
Synthetic blend of Osman and Wig, in order to allow the hair to heal, and also add an extra protection to
her AI core which was located in the head. Her ears were Fox-like and made with a substance, that
makes them feel softer much like a human's ears. Her ears were attached to a small sphere-shaped
attachment which allows her ears to swivel in a half circle turn at will should she need to turn her ears in
a different direction. Arms

Arms

As a mechanical being, a Cybernetic arm would likely be created for her, and the alloy used in the
construction was the same as the head, the only difference being its an arm. Much like in a Cybernetic
arm an organic individual would use, the alloys used to construct the limb are capable of resisting most
blunt and impact attacks. To a minor degree, it also resists some ballistics. Because of the Aegium, it
does have high heat resistance. Within the arms, was her muscles which were composed of Aegium
based nanotubes, in the form of human replica muscles, which gave her a great deal of strength, in
addition to the toughness of her limb. However, she will struggle against a SHAM augmented human or
any other being with equal strength and endurance.
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Hands

Much like a Cybernetic hand, she has a mechanical hand that allowed her the dexterity to hold objects,
and grip things tightly, more so than a human. She can also lock her fingers into position so she does not
accidentally let go if the occasion demands. On each of her fingers is a seam-line, that enables them to
open when she is using one of her fingers. its made of the same materials to match her body.

Chassis

Because her power core was hidden behind her left breast, the chest of her torso was especially made of
the same materials as the rest of her, to keep her power core safe. Her breasts were made of a silicon
based substance. Behind her, she had four wings, two at the top almost where her shoulder blades began
and two more below that. She also had a gravity device to allow her to fly, and to lift some of the Weight
when needed. The abdomen was made of a lighter softer material due to not really needing to protect
anything vital.

Legs

Her legs works under the same principle as the arms. There is a little more calibration necessary due to
the leg's importance in maintaining the person's balance in various activities. The leg is strong like the
arm and can deflect as well as inflict significantly more damage then before. Her upper thighs have
special attachments that allow for the use of her additional weapons.

OOC Notes

Charaa created this page

Ametheliana approved this article on 03/27/2019

This page was created because of my sense of needing a neat character page, so I put the this here.
Also, i am a rebel.
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